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4HE MOD INDUSTRIES 
4HE INDUSTRIAL LOGIC OF  NONMARKET 
GAME PRODUCTION
$AVID " .IEBORG
5NIVERSITY OF !MSTERDAM
3HENJA VAN DER 'RAAF
"ERKMAN #ENTER FOR )NTERNET AND 3OCIETY (ARVARD ,AW 3CHOOL
@ARSQ@BS   4HIS ARTICLE SEEKS TO MAKE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NON
MARKET GAME DEVELOPERS MODDERS	 AND THE GAME DEVELOPER COMPANY 
EXPLICIT THROUGH GAME TECHNOLOGY )T INVESTIGATES A PARTICULAR TYPE OF 
MODDING IE TOTAL CONVERSION MOD TEAMS WHOSE ORGANIZATION CAN BE SAID 
TO CONFORM TO THE HIGHRISK TECHNOLOGICALLYADVANCED CAPITALINTENSIVE 
PROPRIETARY PRACTICE OF THE DEVELOPER COMPANY 4HE NOTION @PROPRIETARY 
EXPERIENCE IS APPLIED TO INDICATE AN INDUSTRIAL LOGIC UNDERLYING MANY MOD 
PROJECTS )N ADDITION TO A PARTICULAR USERDRIVEN MODE OF CULTURAL PRODUCTION 
MODS AS PROPRIETARY EXTENSIONS BUILD UPON PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY AND ARE 
NOT SIMPLE REDESIGNED GAMES BECAUSE MODDERS TEND TO FOLLOW A PARTICULAR 
MARKETING AND INDUSTRIAL DISCOURSE WITH CORRESPONDING INDUSTRIALLIKE 
PRACTICES
JDXVNQCR   FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER GAME ENGINE PROPRIETARY EXPERIENCE 
PROPRIETARY EXTENSION TOTAL CONVERSION MODIFICATION
)NTRODUCTION
)N  TWO YOUNG ENTHUSIASTIC AMATEUR DEVELOPERS -INH @'OOSEMAN 
,E AND *ESS  @#LIFFE #LIFFE AND THEIR TEAM BROUGHT US THE MODIFICATION 
@MOD	 #OUNTER3TRIKE BASED ON THE POPULAR FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER GAME 
(ALF,IFE 6ALVE 	 (ALF,IFE DEVELOPED BY INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE 
AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPER 6ALVE IS A SKILFULLY DESIGNED NARRATIVEDRIVEN 
SINGLEPLAYER GAME IN WHICH THE PLAYER GUIDES THE SCIENTIST 'ORDON &REEMAN 
THROUGH THE "LACK -ESA 2ESEARCH &ACILITY TO FIND HIS WAY TO SAFETY AFTER 
AN ERRONEOUS  TELEPORTATION EXPERIMENT 0URCHASING (ALF,IFE GRANTED 
AMATEUR DEVELOPERS ACCESS TO THE GAMES CORE TECHNOLOGY ITS PROPRIETARY 
SOFTWARE ENGINE AS WELL AS THE FREE TOOLS PROVIDED BY THE ORIGINAL GAMES 
DEVELOPERS 4APPING INTO ONLINE KNOWLEDGE COMMUNITIES FOR INSPIRATION 
AID AND SUPPORT THE GROUP MODIFIED LARGE PARTS OF THE ORIGINAL (ALF,IFE 
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AND COMPLEMENTED IT WITH AN ALTERNATIVE GAME MODE NEW CODE MAPS 
AND SOUNDS 4HE SINGLEPLAYER  SCIENCE  FICTION SETUP OF (ALF,IFE WAS 
TRANSFORMED INTO A MULTIPLAYER GAME FEATURING CONTEMPORARY THEMED 
FASTPACED MULTIPLAYER ACTION 4HE NEWLYENVISIONED MOD WAS CALLED 
#OUNTER3TRIKE AFTER ITS COUNTER TERRORISMTHEMED GAMEPLAY !LTHOUGH THE 
MOD WAS A COMPLETE OVERHAUL OR IN GAMERS PARLANCE A @TOTAL CONVERSION 
OF THE ORIGINAL GAME THE NEW GAME STILL FOCUSED ON @RUNNING AND GUNNING 
AND THE UNDERLYING ENGINE TECHNOLOGY REMAINED INTACT
#OUNTER3TRIKE PROVED TO BE AN INSTANT HIT AMONG THOSE WHO OWNED (ALF
,IFE AND ATTRACTED A SIGNIFICANT FOLLOWING 'AMERS PRESSED THE MODDERS TO 
COME UP WITH FREQUENT UPDATES AND ADDITIONAL CONTENT SUCH AS MORE MAPS 
PLAYER LEVELS	 AND AVATAR SKINS 4HE SUCCESS OF #OUNTER3TRIKE EVENTUALLY 
SURPASSED THAT OF (ALF,IFE AND GAMERS STARTED TO BUY THE ORIGINAL GAME 
JUST TO PLAY THE MOD &ORESEEING A GREAT FUTURE FOR #OUNTER3TRIKE AND ITS 
DEVELOPERS (ALF,IFES ORIGINAL DEVELOPER 6ALVE RESPONDED BY OFFERING THE 
MOD TEAM A SPOT ON 6ALVES PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TEAM AND IN SO DOING 
ACQUIRING #OUNTER3TRIKES VALUABLE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY )N  6ALVE 
PUBLISHED #OUNTER3TRIKE AS A COMMERCIAL GAME WHILE THE #OUNTER3TRIKE 
MOD CONTINUES TO BE FREELY AVAILABLE TO THOSE WHO PURCHASE (ALF,IFE 
4ODAY WITH MORE THAN  BILLION PLAYER MINUTES A MONTH #OUNTER3TRIKE 
IS STILL THE MOST PLAYED ONLINE MULTIPLAYER FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER GAME ON 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 0#S	 AND ITS PLAYER COUNT IS EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF 
PLAYERS OF ALL OTHER ONLINE FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER GAMES COMBINED
5NSURPRISINGLY MANY WHO SEEK TO ADDRESS MOD CULTURE HAIL #OUNTER
3TRIKES SUCCESS )N CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC TERMS AND WITH ITS UNRELENTING 
AND PROMINENT  SUCCESS  THE #OUNTER3TRIKE  STORY GAVE MOD PRACTICES A 
RATHER UNEQUIVOCAL POSITION IN FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER GAME CULTURE WHICH 
WARRANTS  THE QUESTION WHAT  IS #OUNTER3TRIKE &OR MILLIONS OF GAMERS 
WORLDWIDE IT IS A COMPLEX SOCIAL WORLD WITH ITS OWN RITUALS AND SOCIAL OR
GANIZATIONS SUCH AS TEAMS OR @CLANS 7RIGHT ET AL 	 &OR DEVELOPERS 
SUCH AS 6ALVE IT IS PART OF A SUCCESSFUL FRANCHISE THAT GENERATES SIGNIFICANT 
REVENUE EVEN EIGHT YEARS AFTER ITS INCEPTION PROVING TO BE AN INCREDIBLY 
WORTHWHILE BUSINESS STRATEGY )N ADDITION IT IS OPENING UP PARTS OF	 THE 
GAME TECHNOLOGY TO USERS AND PROVIDING TOOLS AND INFORMATION TO DEVELOP 
NEW CONTENT &OR MANY MODDERS IT SEEMS TO HAVE BECOME THE EXAMPLE TO 
WHICH TO ASPIRE 4HESE ARE ATTRACTIVE REASONS FOR RESEARCHERS TO DEDICATE 
THEIR ATTENTION TO #OUNTER3TRIKE  $OVEY AND +ENNEDY  *ENKINS 
 +ERR  3OTAMAA A	 BECAUSE  IT HAS BECOME THE SINE QUA 
NON OF MODDING
3INCE THE MIDS DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES HAVE OPENED UP POSSIBILITIES 
FOR DECENTRALIZATION AND DIVERSIFICATION BY ENABLING CONSUMERS TO BECOME 
PARTICIPANTS IN THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MEDIA CONTENT RATHER 
THAN BEING THE ENDPOINT OF DELIVERY WHILE COMPANIES HAVE AIMED TO USE 
AND LEVERAGE SOME OF THESE UNIQUE QUALITIES OF NETWORKED TECHNOLOGIES BY 
LINKING CONSUMERS DIRECTLY INTO THE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MEDIA 
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CONTENT FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND LOYALTY BUILDING ! RAPIDLY EVOLVING 
YET OFTEN SUBTLE	 RELATIONSHIP OF COLLABORATION AND COOPERATION ACROSS FIRM 
BOUNDARIES CAN BE WITNESSED WHERE GAME DEVELOPERS SUCH AS 6ALVE PRIDE 
THEMSELVES IN ACTIVELY ARTICULATING THE CREATIVE ENDEAVOURS OF MODDERS 
3UCH NOVEL MIGRATORY PRACTICES HAVE AN ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL IMPACT BY 
FOREGROUNDING THE INCREASING PACE OF  INNOVATION YIELDING INSIGHT  INTO 
THE TRAJECTORIES OF INNOVATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION THAT ARE A REGULAR 
OCCURRENCE AMONG SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS MODDERS AND GAMERS
'AMES IN GENERAL AND COMPUTER GAMES IN PARTICULAR ARE OFTEN PLATFORMS 
FOR USER CREATIVITY AND NOWADAYS MODDING HAS BECOME AN INTEGRAL PART OF 
MODERNDAY GAME CULTURE #ONTEMPORARY GAME TECHNOLOGY n PARTICULARLY 
FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER 0# GAME TECHNOLOGY n HAS BEEN DESIGNED PURPOSELY 
TO ASSIST BOTH PROFESSIONALS AND AMATEUR DEVELOPERS IN UNLOCKING THE CAP
ABILITIES OF THE GAMES CORE TECHNOLOGY THE GAME ENGINE )D 3OFTWARES 
ENGINE PROGRAMMER *OHN #ARMACK RESPONSIBLE FOR LEGENDARY FIRSTPERSON 
SHOOTER GAMES SUCH AS THE $OOM 1UAKE AND 7OLFENSTEIN SERIES SEES HIS 
TASK AS DEVELOPING ACCESSIBLE AND ENABLING GAME TECHNOLOGY THAT SERVES AS 
@THE ULTIMATE CANVAS 'LADSTONE 	 )N THIS STUDY THE KEY ORGANIZING 
ROLE OF THE GAME ENGINE IS ADDRESSED IN INNOVATION PRACTICES WHERE THE 
ENGINE IS LIKE A CANVAS FOR MODDERS AND FORPROFIT GAME DEVELOPERS AND 
IN ITS POLITICAL ECONOMIC ROLE WHERE THE ENGINE IS A HIGHLYADVANCED PRO
PRIETARY PIECE OF TECHNOLOGY
'AME DEVELOPERS  TAKE DIFFERENT  STANDS WITH REGARD  TO USERCREATED 
MATERIAL VARYING FROM NOT ALLOWING ANY SUCH CONTENT TO TRYING ACTIVELY 
TO ENCOURAGE PRACTICES SUCH AS MODDING SKINNING AND MODELLING BY PRO
VIDING THE USER WITH THE NECESSARY TOOLKITS &OR EXAMPLE TAKE THE DESIGN 
OF -ASSIVELY -ULTIPLAYER /NLINE 2OLE0LAYING 'AMES  --/20'S	 
@2ATHER  THAN A  LINEAR  TOPDOWN PROCESS ULTIMATELY WHAT WE FIND  IS A 
COMPLEX COCONSTRUCTION OF TECHNOLOGIES THAT OCCURS BETWEEN DESIGNERS 
USERS AND THE ARTIFACTS THEMSELVES 4AYLOR  	 )N HER WORK ON THE 
--/20' %VER1UEST 4AYLOR SIGNALS THIS UNEASY RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 
PRODUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT OF PLAYERS AND DESIGN AND COMMERCIAL INTERESTS 
ARGUING THAT BECAUSE OF THEIR LABOUR ACTIVITIES THEY PROVIDE CORE VALUE TO 
THE WORLD IE BEYOND BETATESTING CF VAN DER 'RAAF AND #OBARR FORTH
COMING	 )N THIS  JOURNAL  ISSUE (UMPHREYS SUGGESTS  THAT WE SHOULD NO 
LONGER UNDERSTAND PLAYERS AS  @ENDUSERS BUT SHOULD FRAME THE ACTIVITY 
OF PLAYING AS IMMATERIAL  LABOUR AND IN DOING SO WE CAN OVERCOME THE 
UNPRODUCTIVE PRODUCTIONCONSUMPTION DISTINCTION
4HE POPULAR 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT  "LIZZARD %NTERTAINMENT 	  FOR 
EXAMPLE ALLOWS PLAYERS  TO DESIGN  THEIR OWN  INTERFACE MODIFICATIONS 
%SPECIALLY FOR HEAVY USERS  INTERFACE MODS HAVE BECOME INDISPENSABLE 
GAMEPLAY AIDS (OWEVER  IN  THE HEAVILYREGULATED REALMS OF 7ORLD OF 
7ARCRAFT INTERFACE MODDING IS A DELIBERATE EXCEPTION 4INKERING WITH NON
INTERFACERELATED GAME FILES IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED AND @ILLEGALLY ALTERING 
GAME FILES LEADS TO CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IE SUSPENDING A PLAYERS ACCOUNT	 
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&ROM THIS PERSPECTIVE FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER MODDING CAN BE SEEN AS THE 
MOST INNOVATIVE AND SOPHISTICATED INSTANCE OF MODDING FOR 0# GAMES BY 
PROVIDING TOOLS AND CONTENT DELIBERATELY OPENING UP SIGNIFICANT PARTS OF 
GAME TECHNOLOGY PURPOSELY DISSEMINATING KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION 
AND PUTTING UP A SEMIRESTRICTIVE LEGAL FRAMEWORK TO REGULATE MODDING 
#ONVERSELY COMPARED TO ,INDEN ,ABS VIRTUAL WORLD 3ECOND ,IFE MODDING 
FOR 0# GAMES IS LEGALLY AND ECONOMICALLY RATHER LIMITED ,INDEN ,AB BUILT 
THE 3ECOND ,IFE GRID AS AN OPEN EXTENSIBLE PLATFORM FOR DEVELOPMENT RATHER 
THAN A CLOSED PROPRIETARY SYSTEM YET IT STILL IS VAN DER 'RAAF 	 ,ARGE 
PARTS OF 3ECOND ,IFES TECHNOLOGY ARE OPEN SOURCE @RESIDENTS RETAIN THEIR 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND WHILE USERS ARE STILL BOUND BY THE IMPLICIT AND 
EXPLICIT TECHNOLOGICAL BOUNDARIES OF THE 3ECOND ,IFE PLATFORM THE WORLD 
THEMES AND AVATARS OF 3ECOND ,IFE ARE MUCH MORE DIVERSE THAN THOSE IN 
MANY FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER MODS
)N THIS ARTICLE IT IS NOT THE GENERAL PRACTICE OF MODDING THAT IS INVESTI
GATED RATHER IT SEEKS TO YIELD INSIGHT INTO MODS AS THE INTERSTICES BETWEEN 
6ALVE ITS PROPRIETARY GAME TECHNOLOGY AND MODDERS 4HE WAY THAT 6ALVE 
IS ORGANIZED AND DEVELOPS ITS OWN POSITIONS IN CONJUNCTION WITH MODDERS 
AND THE WAY THAT MODDERS ARE ORGANIZED AND DEVELOP THEIR OWN POSITIONS 
BY USING 6ALVES PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY SUGGEST AN INDUSTRIAL	 MODEL 
THAT CAN BE CHARACTERIZED BY GRANULARITY AND MODULARITY 6ALVES LABOUR 
PRACTICES ECHO MODDERS DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES WHICH SUGGESTS THAT IF WE 
ARE INTERESTED IN THIS OVERLAPPING INTEREST WE SHOULD APPROACH DEVELOPERS 
AND MODDERS AS COMPONENTS AND INDEPENDENTS IN THE PROCESS OF GAME DE
VELOPMENT 6ALVE WAS CHOSEN AS IT IS ONE OF THE MOST RENOWNED AND SUC 
CESSFUL  INDEPENDENT GAME DEVELOPERS WORLDWIDE WITH TITLES  INCLUDING 
(ALF,IFE (ALF,IFE  #OUNTER3TRIKE $AY OF $EFEAT  	 AND 4EAM 
&ORTRESS #LASSIC 	 4HEIR INTEREST IN AND SUPPORT OF MODDING PRACTICES 
ARE APPLAUDED n THE FORMER MOD TEAMS OR MEMBERS THEREOF	 OF #OUNTER
3TRIKE $AY OF $EFEAT AND 4EAM &ORTRESS ALL WORK AT 6ALVE AND 6ALVES 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT IS OPEN AND AVAILABLE TO ANYONE WHO PURCHASES 
6ALVES GAMES AND IS SUPPORTED BY THE DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY CONSISTING 
OF 6ALVE DEVELOPERS THIRDPARTY LICENSEES AND AMATEUR DEVELOPERS MODDERS 
&URTHERMORE 3TEAM IS 6ALVES DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION AND COMMUNICATIONS 
PLATFORM WHICH IS USED TO DIGITALLY DISTRIBUTE AND MANAGE MORE THAN 
 0# GAMES SUCH AS FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER ROLEPLAYING GAMES AND OTHER 
GENRES AND WHICH HAS APPROXIMATELY  MILLION ACTIVE USERS #LIENTS 
INCLUDE GAME PUBLISHERS SUCH AS 4AKE4WO )NTERACTIVE %IDOS )NTERACTIVE 
4(1 AND ID 3OFTWARE
&OR THIS STUDY SEMISTRUCTURED INTERVIEWS WITH  6ALVE EMPLOYEES 
WERE CONDUCTED AT 6ALVES HEADQUARTERS IN "ELLEVUE 7! $UE TO A NON
DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT NOTES WERE TAKEN RATHER THAN THAT INTERVIEWS WERE 
RECORDED (ENCE WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THIS ARTICLE INTERVIEWS ARE USED 
AS  ILLUSTRATIVE BACKGROUND DATA AND NOT AS PRIMARY SOURCES 1UESTIONS 
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FOCUSED ON THE ROLE OF EACH INTERVIEWEE IN THE GAME DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
HOW PERFORMANCE IS MEASURED HOW TEAMS WORK HOW INVOLVED THEY ARE IN 
GAMES FAN	 COMMUNITIES THEIR LEVEL OF INTERACTION WITH CUSTOMERS AND 
THE WAY THAT 6ALVE IS ORGANIZED )N ADDITION VARIOUS MOD PROJECTS WERE 
EXAMINED IN ORDER TO HIGHLIGHT 6ALVES APPROACH TO STEER AND FACILITATE 
GAMERS INVOLVEMENT IN THE GAME DEVELOPMENT PROCESS MODDING PRACTICES 
AND THE IMPLICATIONS FOR THINKING ABOUT THE PRODUCT CHARACTER OF MODS 
AS PROPRIETARY EXPERIENCES AND EXTENSIONS
4HE NEXT SECTION INTRODUCES THE TECHNOLOGICAL PARTICULARS OF MODDING 
BY FOCUSING ON THE UNDERLYING SOFTWARE CODE THE GAME ENGINE 4HIS WILL 
BE FOLLOWED BY CRITICALLY APPROACHING THE PRACTICES OF MODDERS INVOKING 
THOUGHTS CONCERNING FREE LABOUR 4HESE TWO TECHNOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC 
STREAMS RESULT IN A CONCEPTUALIZATION OF TOTAL CONVERSION MODS AS PROPRI
ETARY EXTENSIONS 4HE ARTICLE THEN TAKES A CLOSER LOOK AT SOME OF 6ALVES 
GAMES AND MODS FROM A MORE CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE BY ANALYSING NONMARKET 
GAME DEVELOPERS MODDERS	 SUGGESTING A CONSISTENT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
MARKET AND NONMARKET GAME PRODUCTION
4HE HALFLIFE OF A GAME ENGINE
2ATHER THAN LOOKING AT MODS AND MOD TEAMS AS SUCH IT IS SUGGESTED THAT 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MODDERS AND THE COMPANY CAN BE MADE EXPLICIT 
THROUGH GAME TECHNOLOGY 3TUDIES ON MOD CULTURE TEND TO FOCUS ON #OUNTER
3TRIKES CULTURAL OR ECONOMIC IMPACT WHILE OFTEN THE GAMES UNDERLYING 
TECHNOLOGY IS  TAKEN FOR GRANTED #OUNTER3TRIKE  IS A PARTICULAR  INSTANCE 
OF MODDING OR SO WE INVESTIGATE	 7HILE THOUSANDS IF NOT HUNDREDS OF 
THOUSANDS OF USERS EXPERIMENT WITH FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER GAME TECHNOLOGY 
AND DEVELOP THEIR OWN GAMEPLAY MODS SUCH AS SLIGHTLY ALTERED MAPS OR 
SKINS ADDITIONS SUCH AS SERVER TOOLS OR SINGLEPLAYER MISSIONS #OUNTER
3TRIKE IS A TOTAL CONVERSION MODIFICATION $EVELOPING AND DISTRIBUTING TOTAL 
CONVERSION MODS  IS  THE MOST COMPLEX AND ADVANCED KIND OF MODDING 
COMBINING VARIOUS SKILLS THAT TRANSGRESS THE BOUNDARIES OF MERE TINKERING 
AND REQUIRE AMONG OTHERS ADVANCED MANAGERIAL AND MARKETING SKILLS 
3OMETIMES THE AMBITIONS OF  TOTAL CONVERSION MOD TEAMS ARE SUCH THAT 
THERE ARE POSITIONS WITHIN A MOD TEAM SUCH AS PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER 
LEAD TESTER HISTORICAL	 ADVISER AND COMMUNITY MANAGER !N EXPLANATION 
OF TOTAL CONVERSION MODDING IS PROVIDED ON THE 6ALVE DEVELOPMENT WIKI 
ECHOING THIS NOTION THAT MOD PROJECTS ARE ELABORATE PRODUCTIONS
4OTAL #ONVERSION A MOD THAT EITHER CHANGES OR COMPLETELY REWRITES THE GAME 
MECHANICS  RESULTING  IN A GAME FAR DIFFERENT  FROM WHAT  IT ORIGINALLY WAS 
4HEY TYPICALLY USE NEW MODELS NEW ANIMATIONS AND NEW CODE AMONG OTHER 
THINGS 4HEY TEND TO BE FEW AND FAR BETWEEN BECAUSE OF THE WORK INVOLVED AND 
OFTEN FALL APART DUE TO INTERNAL PROBLEMS OR LOSS OF INTEREST 4HE OTHER MOD 
TYPES OFTEN SUFFER THIS SAME FATE AS WELL	 HTTPDEVELOPERVALVESOFTWARE
COMWIKI-OD	
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/UR INTEREST IN THE SPECIFICS OF TOTAL CONVERSION MODS STEMS FROM A MILD 
DISSATISFACTION WITH PREVIOUS RESEARCH WHICH SEEMS TO OVERLOOK THE PAR
TICULAR STATUS OF THESE ELABORATE PRODUCTIONS n IN PARTICULAR THEIR STRIKING 
RESEMBLANCE TO THE ORGANIZATION OF THE GAME INDUSTRYS PRODUCTION AND 
MARKETING LOGIC 4HE RESEARCH HERE REPORTS ON TOTAL CONVERSION MOD TEAMS 
THAT SEEM TO CONFORM TO THE CORPORATE LOGIC OF THE DEVELOPER COMPANY 
WHICH CONCLUDES THAT  TOTAL CONVERSION MODS ARE A PARTICULAR MANIFEST
ATION OF MOD CULTURE AND REPRESENT A SPECIFIC MODE OF MODDING ONE THAT 
IS OF A HIGHRISK TECHNOLOGICALLYADVANCED CAPITALINTENSIVE PROPRIETARY 
PRACTICE (OWEVER FIRST THIS ARTICLE WILL DECONSTRUCT PREVIOUS NOTIONS OF 
WHAT A MOD IS EXACTLY THEREBY FOCUSING ON THE PARTICULAR TECHNOLOGICAL 
AND POLITICAL ECONOMIC STATUS OF MODS AND WHAT IS REFERRED TO HERE AS PRO 
PRIETARY EXTENSIONS )N ORDER TO DO SO THE CRUCIAL FUNCTION OF GAME ENGINE 
TECHNOLOGY IN COMBINATION WITH DEVELOPMENT TOOLS OR SOFTWARE DEVELOP
MENT KITS 3$+S	 NEEDS FURTHER EXPLANATION
&IRSTPERSON SHOOTER MOD CULTURE TYPIFIES A SPECIFIC CULTURAL ECONOMY 
WHERE PRODUCERS  SET BARRIERS DIRECTLY  FOR EXAMPLE  THROUGH %ND 5SER 
,ICENSE !GREEMENTS %5,!S	 AND INDIRECTLY THROUGH TOOLS WHILE AT THE 
SAME TIME ENCOURAGING USERDEVELOPED MATERIAL -ANOVICH 	 /NE OF 
THE MOST ELEMENTAL PIECES OF GAME TECHNOLOGY FACILITATING MODDING IS THE 
GAME ENGINE 4HE ENGINE IS THE CORE PIECE OF GAME SOFTWARE CONSISTING OF 
SEVERAL COMPONENTS SUCH AS THE RENDERER THAT VISUALIZES THE GAME SPACE 
A PHYSICS ENGINE NETWORKING CODE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CODE A SOUND 
SYSTEM AND OTHER PARTS &OR MODDERS A FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER GAME ENGINE IS 
A HIGHLY IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGICAL TOOL ALLOWING MOD DEVELOPMENT OFFERING 
USERS A HIGHLY ADVANCED PIECE OF SOFTWARE THAT SERVES AS A CANVAS FOR THEIR 
IDEAS )N THE WORDS OF 6ALVES MANAGING DIRECTOR 'ABE .EWELL
/NE OF THE UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF GAMES AS A MEDIUM IS THAT YOU HAVE TO 
CREATE IT IN COOPERATION WITH THE AUDIENCES x ! GAME ENGINE IS NOT JUST THE 
PLATFORM FOR THE GAME ITSELF BUT A PLATFORM FOR ALL THE MODS THAT COME ALONG 
TO EXTEND THE  LIFE AND ENJOYMENT OF  THE EXPERIENCE  QUOTED  IN (ODGSON 
 	
-ODDERS APPLICATION OF GAME ENGINES AND THEIR WIDER FUNCTION WITHIN 
MOD DEVELOPMENT IS SELDOM ACKNOWLEDGED BY SCHOLARS DISCUSSING MODS 
"OGOST ONE OF A HANDFUL OF SCHOLARS EMPHASIZES THE IMPORTANT ROLE OF 
GAME ENGINES AS COMPONENTBASED SOFTWARE SYSTEMS WITHIN THE WIDER 
GAME INDUSTRY AND SINGLES OUT FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER GAME ENGINES AS THEY 
@CONSTRUE ENTIRE GAMEPLAY BEHAVIOURS FACILITATING FUNCTIONAL INTERACTIONS 
DIVORCED FROM INDIVIDUAL GAMES  	 "OGOST GOES ON TO EXPLAIN HOW 
ENGINES FORM THE BASIS FOR OTHER GAMES AND AS SUCH SHARE THE MATERIAL 
FUNCTIONAL AND IN THE CASE OF THE FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER GAMES DISCUSSED IN 
THIS ARTICLE INTELLECTUAL PROPRIETARY ATTRIBUTES OF THE CORE ENGINE @4HESE 
CONFINES BOTH FACILITATE AND LIMIT DISCURSIVE PRODUCTION JUST AS THE RULES OF 
NATURAL LANGUAGES BOUND POETRY AND THE RULES OF OPTICS BOUND PHOTOGRAPHY 
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 	 )N THE PARTICULAR CASE OF 6ALVE THE 3OURCE ENGINE IS THE MAIN 
TECHNOLOGY THAT UNDERLIES MULTIPLE GAMES IN VARIOUS FRANCHISES SUCH AS 
THE (ALF,IFE  SERIES REMAKES SUCH AS $AY OF $EFEAT 3OURCE AND #OUNTER
3TRIKE 3OURCE SEQUELS SUCH AS 4EAM &ORTRESS  AND NEW INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
SUCH AS 0ORTAL
4HE GAME ENGINE OFFERS MODDERS A PROPRIETARY DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM 
WHICH STRUCTURES AND CONSTRAINS MOD DEVELOPMENT @5P TO THIS POINT IN 
TIME THE ENGINE HAS BEEN A  TECHNOLOGICALLY DETERMINING AGENT  IN  THE 
CHARACTER OF COMPUTER GAMES GAME ENGINES ARE NOT INFINITELY ADAPTABLE 
OR hCONTENT NEUTRALv $OVEY AND +ENNEDY  	 4ODAYS FIRSTPERSON 
SHOOTER ENGINES ARE BROUGHT ABOUT BY MULTIMILLION DOLLAR INVESTMENTS BY 
GAME DEVELOPERS AND ARE CONSIDERED TO BE PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY @,IKE 
COMPONENT SOFTWARE GAME ENGINES ARE )0 ;INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY= "OGOST 
 	 $EVELOPMENT POWERHOUSES SUCH AS 6ALVE 3OURCE ENGINE	 ID 
3OFTWARE ID 4ECH	 AND %PIC 'AMES 5NREAL ENGINE	 PURPOSELY SPECIALIZE 
IN HIGHRISK CAPITALINTENSIVE GAME ENGINE DEVELOPMENT AND LICENSING 
&IRSTPERSON SHOOTER ENGINE DEVELOPMENT IS ITERATIVE AND ENGINES HAVE 
AN ONGOING DEVELOPMENT CYCLE WHERE  THERE  IS  CONSTANT  TWEAKING AND 
UPDATING *UST AS GAMES HAVE SEQUELS SO DO ENGINES 4HE LATEST 5NREAL 
ENGINE IS 5NREAL %NGINE  AND ID 3OFTWARES EXPERIMENTAL TECHNOLOGY 
IS CALLED ID 4ECH  )N THIS RESPECT $OVEY AND +ENNEDY 	 SPEAK OF 
GAME TECHNOLOGY AS BEING PART OF AN @UPGRADE CULTURE 4HE PERPETUAL IN
NOVATION OF GAMING HARDWARE SUCH AS CONSOLE MANUFACTURING AND ENGINE 
SOFTWARE	 DEVELOPMENT HAS A LOT IN COMMON WITH A NEVERENDING ARMS 
RACE EXCEPT FOR THE HOSTILE CONNOTATION
4HE EVERINCREASING COSTS OF GAME DEVELOPMENT n LARGELY DUE TO ON
GOING INVESTMENTS IN GAME TECHNOLOGY n TURN ENGINE DEVELOPMENT INTO A 
LUCRATIVE BUSINESS MODEL BY LICENSING THE ENGINE TO @THIRD PARTIES OTHER 
GAME DEVELOPERS 3OFTWARE ENGINES SAVE BOTH ENGINE LICENSEES AND MODDERS 
TIME BY PROVIDING A STABLE DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM AND IN TURN @SHOULD ALLOW 
DEVELOPERS TO FOCUS ON INNOVATION INSTEAD OF MECHANICS "OGOST  	 
%NGINES ARE PURPOSEFULLY MODULAR IN DESIGN SO THAT THEY CAN ENABLE THE 
UPGRADING OF PARTICULAR ENGINE PARTS WITHOUT @BREAKING THE CODE OR THIRD 
PARTIES TO DEVELOP PLUGINS @SUBENGINES	  TO OFFLOAD COMPLEX SOFTWARE 
ROUTINES 3UCH SUBPARTS ARE ALSO KNOWN AS @LIBRARIES AND ARE CONSTANTLY 
WORKED ON BY DEVELOPERS 7ELLKNOWN THIRDPARTY ENGINE LIBRARIES ARE 
THE (AVOK PHYSICS ENGINE WHICH IS USED FOR INGAME COLLISION DETECTION 
AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS AND )NTERACTIVE $ATA 6ISUALIZATIONS 3PEED4REE 
PACKAGE WHICH WAS DESIGNED TO RENDER INGAME FOLIAGE )T IS PARTLY THIS 
MODULARITY  THAT DISTINGUISHES MODDERS  FROM LICENSEES AND FIRSTPARTY 
ENGINE	 DEVELOPERS )N MANY CASES MODDERS DO NOT HAVE PHYSICAL OR LEGAL 
ACCESS  TO CERTAIN PARTS OF A FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER ENGINE SUCH AS 6ALVES 
3OURCE ENGINE 6ALVE PROGRAMMER 4OM ,EONARD NOTES THAT
,ICENSEES HAVE ACCESS TO ALL OF OUR CODE EXCEPT FOR CERTAIN PHYSICS AND SOUND 
LIBRARIES WHICH WE LICENSE FROM OTHER PARTIES )N THAT CASE OUR LICENSEES CAN 
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EITHER ACCEPT BINARIES  FROM US OR CAN ARRANGE THEIR OWN LICENSE WITH THE 
MAKERS OF THOSE LIBRARIES 0ERSONAL COMMUNICATION  !UGUST 	
)N OPPOSITION TO LICENSEES MODDERS ONLY HAVE ACCESS TO SPECIFIC PARTS OF 
THE ENGINE BUT NOT TO THE SOURCE CODE FOR THE RENDERER NETWORKING PHYSICS 
SOUND SYSTEM AND OTHER CORE TECHNOLOGY PIECES OF THE 6ALVE ENGINE
4O UNLOCK THE ENGINES POSSIBILITIES A SET OF TOOLS IS REQUIRED THAT ARE IN 
HERENTLY PART OF THE ENGINE 'ENERALLY FOR GAME DEVELOPMENT THERE ARE 
TWO SETS OF TOOLS -ANY THIRDPARTY TOOLSETS SUCH AS GRAPHICS EDITORS AND 
$ MODELLING SOFTWARE HAVE THEIR OWN PLUGINS TO INTERFACE WITH POPULAR 
FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER ENGINES -ODDING IS BOUND TO A LARGE EXTENT BY THE 
ENGINES INTERNAL LOGIC WHICH IS OPERATIONALIZED THROUGH ITS PROPRIETARY 
TOOLKIT 4HE NECESSARY TOOLS TO MAKE MODS OF ORIGINAL GAMES ARE PROVIDED 
BY THE GAME ENGINE DEVELOPER 4HUS THE DOMAIN OF THE GAME DEVELOPER 
CONSISTS OF THE PLATFORM ENGINE AND SOURCE CODE WHILE PLAYERS HAVE ACCESS TO 
GAME CODE AND OFTEN AN EDITOR ANDOR TOOLKIT ALLOWING PLAYERS TO CUSTOMIZE 
AND DESIGN ESSENTIAL PARTS OF THE GAMEWORLD &OR EXAMPLE 6ALVES 3OURCE 
3$+ CONSISTS OF SEVERAL PROPRIETARY TOOLS SUCH AS THE (AMMER LEVEL EDITOR 
&ACE0OSER AN ADVANCED CHOREOGRAPHY TOOL	 THE (ALF,IFE -ODEL 6IEWER 
AND 3OFTIMAGE 83) %80 A THIRDPARTY $ GRAPHICS APPLICATION 4HE 3OURCE 
3$+ IS DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE 3TEAM PLATFORM 4HERE ARE ALSO QUITE A 
NUMBER OF DESIGNERS ACTIVE IN OPENSOURCE PROJECTS n BOTH PAID AND UNPAID n 
TO DESIGN GAMES AND VIRTUAL WORLDS SUCH AS 7ORLD&ORGE
-ODS AS PROPRIETARY EXTENSIONS
)N ORDER TO GAIN A DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF BOTH THE COMPLEX RELATION BE
TWEEN USERS AS MODDERS AND DEVELOPERS AS FACILITATORS THIS ARTICLE FOCUSES 
INTENTIONALLY ON DEVELOPING TOTAL CONVERSIONS AS A PARTICULAR HIGHPROFILE 
MODE OF MODDING $URING THE EARLY STAGES OF MOD CULTURE IE THE DAYS OF 
$OOM 	 MODDING LITERALLY MEANT MODIFYING EXISTING CONTENT SUCH 
AS SPRITES  TWODIMENSIONAL  IMAGES  IN A  THREEDIMENSIONAL SPACE	 AND 
TEXTURES ! GENERAL AND UNSPECIFIED NOTION OF @MODS AS A MONIKER FOR ALL 
USERCREATED GAME MATERIAL MISSES THE FINER NUANCES OF THE WIDE RANGE OF 
CREATIVE OUTPUT OF AMATEUR DEVELOPERS %VEN WHEN CONCENTRATING ON FIRST
PERSON SHOOTER MODS THERE ARE MANY VARIATIONS SUCH AS CLIENTSIDE MODS 
AS USERCREATED MAPS OR SKINS OR SERVERSIDE MODS SUCH AS SERVER PLUGINS 
WHICH GATHER PLAYER STATISTICS &OR USERDEVELOPED MAPS OFTEN THE EXISTING 
GAME MATERIAL SUCH AS TEXTURES ARE USED MAKING THE MODS MORE ITERATIVE 
THAN ALTERATIONS 4OTAL CONVERSION MODDERS REPLACE THE ORIGINAL GAMES 
CONTENT LAYER COMPLETELY WITH ORIGINAL USERCREATED MATERIAL 7HATEVER 
THE SCALE AND SCOPE OF A MOD IT WILL ALWAYS FUNCTION WITHIN THE ORIGINAL 
GAMES PROPRIETARY STRUCTURE
&OR GAMERS THERE MAY NOT BE A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A WELL
DESIGNED TOTAL CONVERSION MOD SUCH AS AN EARLY VERSION OF #OUNTER3TRIKE OR 
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A COMMERCIAL GAME SUCH AS #OUNTER3TRIKE 3OURCE %VEN THOUGH MODDERS 
AND ENGINE DEVELOPERS HAVE A SHARED SET OF DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES AND 
TOOLS THEY DO NOT OPERATE ON AN EQUAL LEVEL NOT ON AN ECONOMIC LEVEL AS 
IT IS STRICTLY FORBIDDEN TO SELL A MOD OR TO MAKE IT WORK WITHOUT INTERACTING 
WITH THE PROPRIETARY ENGINE -ODDING CAN BE SEEN AS
A SPECIAL CASE WHERE THE COMMERCIAL PRODUCER CONTINUES TO EXERT CONSTRAINTS 
ON USE EVEN AS THE WORK GETS APPROPRIATED BY THE GRASSROOTS COMMUNITY ) CAN 
CHANGE THE FUNDAMENTAL CODE OF THE GAME IF ) MOD IT BUT AT THE SAME TIME 
NOBODY CAN PLAY MY TRANSFORMED VERSION OF THE GAME UNLESS THEY BECOME A 
CONSUMER OF THE ORIGINAL WORK *ENKINS  	
.EITHER AS WE HAVE EXPLAINED ON A  TECHNICAL  LEVEL AS PARTS OF  THE 
ENGINE AND TOOLS ARE CLOSED OFF
3CHOLARLY WORK ON MODS TENDS TO GENERALIZE MODDING AS SIMPLY MODIFYING 
EXISTING GAME FILES BROADLY DEFINING MODS AS USERDEVELOPED MODIFICATIONS 
OR @GAMER MADE ALTERATIONS TO COMMERCIAL TECHNOLOGY 3OTAMAA QUOTED 
IN +ERR  	 !S SUCH THESE NOTIONS OVERLOOK THE IMPORTANT TECHNO
LOGICAL AND POLITICAL ECONOMIC DIMENSIONS OF MODDING MODDING IS NOT ONLY 
A 0#CENTRIC AFFAIR AND AS THE 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT INTERFACE MODS INDICATE IT 
DIFFERS CONSIDERABLY IN SCOPE AND SCALE AMONG DIFFERENT 0# GENRES 4HERE 
ARE JUDICIAL AND ECONOMIC PARTICULARITIES THAT ARE PART OF GAINING ACCESS 
TO THE TOOLS OF CULTURAL PRODUCTION !LTHOUGH TOTAL CONVERSION MODS ADD 
A COMPLETELY NEW LAYER OF CONTENT FOR COMMERCIAL GAMES THIS ADDITIONAL 
MATERIAL IS REQUIRED TO INTERACT WITH THE GAMES PROPRIETARY ENGINE VIA 
ELABORATE %5,!S 4HEREFORE TOTAL CONVERSION MODIFICATIONS CAN BE SAID 
TO BE MORE OF AN ADDITION TO PROPRIETARY STANDALONE SOFTWARE ENGINES )N 
PRACTICE THERE IS ONLY A SMALL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN ENGINE LICENSEE AND 
A MODDER 9ET FOLLOWING "ENKLERS 	 TOPOLOGY ON THE INFORMATION 
ECONOMY USERS AS OPPOSED TO  LICENSEES	 ARE FORBIDDEN TO DERIVE DIRECT 
MONETARY VALUE FROM THEIR CREATIONS n THEREFORE MODS ARE BY DEFINITION 
NONMARKET PRODUCTIONS $UE TO MODS DEPENDENCY ON PROPRIETARY CODE 
THEY ARE NONCOMMONSBASED !S SUCH MODS CAN BE UNDERSTOOD BETTER AS 
NONMARKET PROPRIETARY EXTENSIONS
#OM-/$IFYING PROPRIETARY INNOVATION
4HE EMERGENCE OF MOD CULTURE COINCIDED WITH A TREND TOWARDS THE DEM
OCRATIZATION OF INNOVATION @5SERCENTERED INNOVATION IS STEADILY INCREASING 
IN IMPORTANCE AS COMPUTING AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES IMPROVE 
VON (IPPEL  	 !S STATED PREVIOUSLY IT IS SUGGESTED THAT @PRODUCTION 
CONTINUES WELL AFTER THE RELEASE OF A GAME THROUGH USER CONTRIBUTIONS AND 
MODDING PRACTICES CF @PLAY TO PLAY AND @PLAY TO DEVELOP *EPPESEN AND 
-OLIN 	 -ODDERS SEEMINGLY SPEND INFINITE HOURS OF UNPAID LABOUR 
ON UNCERTAIN PROJECTS WHICH MAKES THEIR WORK PRONE TO INDUSTRY APPROPRI
ATION (OWEVER MODDERS n ESPECIALLY TOTAL CONVERSION MODDERS n EAGERLY 
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ANTICIPATE THIS SUBSEQUENT PROCESS OF COMMODIFICATION TO A POINT WHERE 
TOTAL CONVERSION MODS SERVE AS PART OF FUTURE GAME DEVELOPERS PORTFOLIOS 
$E 0EUTER AND $YER7ITHEFORD  .IEBORG 	
"ECAUSE OF SUCH STRATEGIES AND THE UNIQUE STATUS OF MOD CULTURE VERSUS 
THE GAME INDUSTRY FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER MOD CULTURE HAS BEEN CONCEPTUAL
IZED AS A TYPE OF PRECARIOUS LABOUR OR @PLAYBOUR SIGNALLING THE UNCERTAIN 
STATUS OF WORK AND LEISURE COPYRIGHT ISSUES AND THE @IDEOLOGICAL MASKING OF 
MODDING AS A COLLABORATIVE PROCESS +àCKLICH  	 $UE TO THE @PLAYFUL 
NATURE OF MODDING DISCURSIVELY CONSTRUCTED BY GAME DEVELOPERS AS AN 
EXTENSION OF PLAYING WITH THE ORIGINAL GAME THE VALUEADDING PRACTICES 
OF TOTAL CONVERSION MODDERS ARE UNDERSTOOD AS @FREE LABOUR A LIMINAL FORM 
OF WORK INBETWEEN PAID AND VOLUNTARY LABOUR THAT IS SPECIFIC TO THE DIGITAL 
ECONOMY 4ERRANOVA 	 4HERE IS NO QUESTION THAT MODS DO ADD CON
SIDERABLE VALUE FOR FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER DEVELOPERS 0OSTIGO  	 
FRAMES MODDERS FROM A PURELY ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE AS @VIDEOGAME PRO
GRAMMER HOBBYISTS OPERATING WITHIN THE POSTINDUSTRIAL ECONOMY AND 
GENERATING CONSIDERABLE MONETARY VALUE THROUGH THEIR UNWAGED WORK 
(OWEVER IN PRACTICE THIS VALUE SEEMS TO BE FAR MORE DIVERSE AND EVEN 
MORE INTANGIBLE THAN SUGGESTED
4HE FUNDAMENTAL CHALLENGE FOR ANY ORGANIZATION IS FIGURING OUT HOW TO 
MAXIMIZE MOTIVATE INCORPORATE AND ALLOCATE AND COORDINATE PARTICULAR 
TASKS AMONG EMPLOYEES AND  THE GAMER BASE BY EMPLOYING  THE GAME 
ENGINE n AND AS  SUCH GUIDING AND MOTIVATING MODDERS -ANY MODELS 
HAVE BEEN CONSTRUCTED TO EXPLAIN HOW COMPANIES CAN MAKE USE OF EX
TERNAL  INNOVATION SOURCES  INCLUDING HIGHLIGHTING THE USE OF ALLIANCES 
'ERLACH 	 IMITATION OF COMPETITION ,IEBERMAN AND -ONTGOMERY 
	 NETWORK STRUCTURES IN OPENSOURCE MOVEMENTS VON (IPPEL 	 
EXPLOITATION OF OUTLAW INNOVATORS OR HACKERS &LOWERS 	 USER INTER
FACES 3CHNEIDERMANN 	 AND SPILLOVERS "RESCHI AND ,ISSONI 	 
(OWEVER  CONSULTING WITH USERS  IS BEING  FOCUSED UPON BY COMPANIES 
MORE THAN EVER BEFORE *ENKINS 	 4HIS COINCIDES WITH A CONSIDERABLE 
SCHOLARLY  INTEREST  IN  INNOVATION RESULTING FROM RAPIDLYEXPANDING USER 
ACTIVITIES THAT ARE FACILITATED BY ENHANCED CONNECTIVITY AMONG USERS
#OMPARING THE TRADITIONAL TO THE USERDRIVEN APPROACH 4HOMKE AND 
VON (IPPEL 	 INDICATE THAT IN THE TRADITIONAL MODEL THE DEVELOPER 
COMPANY TAKES ON MOST OF THE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS WHICH RESULTS 
IN AN UNFAVOURABLE SITUATION n IN TERMS OF COSTS AND TIME n FOR ITERATIONS 
BETWEEN FIRM AND USER )N THE CUSTOMERASINNOVATOR MODEL USERS BECOME 
PART OF THE STAGES OF IDEA GENERATION AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITATED BY SUP
PLIERS TOOLKITS )N THIS WAY USERS ARE PRESENTED WITH A BROADER DESIGN SPACE 
SHIFTING THE LOCUS OF THE SUPPLIERnUSER INTERFACE WHILE CONTRIBUTING TO THE 
DESIGN PROCESS IN COMPANIES (UMPHREYS ET AL 	 !S A RESULT WHAT 
THE PRODUCT IS AND WHAT IT CAN BECOME COMES TO LIGHT DESPITE THE MISSING 
SKILLS OR  INCOMPLETE KNOWLEDGE BASE OF THE SUPPLIERS /NDREJKA 	   
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4HE COMPANY NEEDS  INSIGHT  INTO RESULTS OF FEATURE CHANGES  IN ORDER TO 
MAKE TRADEOFFS DURING THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
)T WAS BY HAVING MODDERS  INTERACT WITH INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY THAT 
GAME DEVELOPERS
DISCOVERED THAT THE NET EFFECT OF USERDEVELOPED MODS WAS POSITIVE FOR THEM 
MODS ACTUALLY INCREASED THE SALES OF THEIR BASIC SOFTWARE BECAUSE USERS HAD TO 
BUY THE VENDORS PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE ENGINE CODE IN ORDER TO PLAY THE MODS 
VON (IPPEL  	
4HIS  IS ONE OF  THE MOST COMMON ECONOMIC ARGUMENTS ABOUT MODS 
THAT THEY EXTEND THE INTEREST OF GAMERS INTO THE ORIGINAL GAMES FRANCHISE 
4HIS APPLIES TO PUBLISHERS OF 0# GAMES IN PARTICULAR AS THEY DERIVE DIRECT 
VALUE FROM THE SALES OF EVERY GAME SOLD !S SUCH A MOD CAN ADD TO THE 
SHELFLIFE OF THE ORIGINAL GAME BUILD A NEW BRAND AND SUBSEQUENTLY SERVE AS 
A RETENTION TOOL %XTERNAL INNOVATIONS ARE ATTRACTED IN THREE MAIN WAYS
s  MINIMIZING TECHNICAL OBSTACLES SO THAT MODDERS @CAN BUILD UPON PUB
LISHERS PROPRIETARY INNOVATION TO MAKE A COMPELLING GAME EXPERIENCE 
%XTERNAL  INNOVATIONS ARE ATTRACTED  IN  THREE MAIN WAYS  7EST AND 
'ALLAGHER  	
s  CREATING AN INFRASTRUCTURE THAT FACILITATES AND ENCOURAGES PARTICIPATION 
AND COLLABORATION AND
s  PEER RECOGNITION FOR GENERATED CONTRIBUTIONS
"Y PROVIDING GAMERS WITH  TOOLKITS  FOR MODDING ACTIVITIES  TERMED 
@USER INNOVATION AND @USER CODESIGN	 THE PRACTICE OF SYSTEMATICALLY OUT
SOURCING CERTAIN DESIGN AND INNOVATION TASKS FROM THE LOCUS OF THE GAME 
DEVELOPER TO THE USER ENABLES MODDERS TO CREATE A MOD THAT CORRESPONDS TO 
THEIR INDIVIDUAL INTERESTS AND NEEDS 4HIS APPROACH OF USERDRIVEN INNOV
ATION RELATES TO COOPERATION AND GAME ENGINE TECHNOLOGY /N THE ONE HAND 
IT POINTS US TO COOPERATION AMONG DIFFERENT TYPES OF GAMERS AS @THERE ARE 
DISPARITIES BETWEEN THEM IN TERMS OF THEIR READINESS  INTEREST AND CAP
ABILITIES *EPPESEN AND -OLIN  	 AND ON THE OTHER TO COOPERATION 
AMONG MODDERS AND GAME DEVELOPERS )NCOMPANY DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
ARE UNDERSTOOD TO EXIST AND WORK ALONGSIDE MODDING PRACTICES BOUNDED 
BY THE PROPRIETARY GAME TECHNOLOGY AND THEREFORE MODDERS HAVE BECOME 
INTIMATE WITH THE INNER WORKINGS OF AN ADVANCED ENGINE SUCH AS 6ALVES 
3OURCE ENGINE (OWEVER WIDESCALE REALTIME USER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF SUCH PROPRIETARY ENGINES ARE RARE
7HEN CRITICALLY APPROACHING USERINNOVATION STUDIES  IT  IS SUGGESTED 
THAT USERDRIVEN INNOVATION THROUGH TOOLKITS IS STRUCTURED BY THE ENGINE 
AND THEREFORE TAKES PLACE WITHIN THE SET CAPITALINTENSIVE BOUNDARIES OF 
THE PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY !RGUABLY CREATING A PROPRIETARY EXPERIENCE 
WHICH CAN BE CHARACTERIZED BY A GAME DEVELOPER SEEKING TO MINIMIZE 
TECHNICAL OBSTACLES THE ENGINE AND TOOLKITS	 AND TO CREATE A CONSISTENT 
INFRASTRUCTURE 3TEAM AND THE 6ALVE $EVELOPER #OMMUNITY	 MEANS THAT 
THE @USERDRIVEN PRACTICE OF MODDING SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN FOR GRANTED AS 
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MUCH AS IT HAS BEEN )N THE FOLLOWING SECTION A MORE DETAILED ANALYSIS OF 
THE TECHNOECONOMIC STATUS OF TOTAL CONVERSION MODDING IS OFFERED !GAIN 
IT DRAWS ON 6ALVES GAMES AND MODS SUCH AS THE DEVELOPMENT OF #OUNTER
3TRIKE WHICH INHABIT AN INDUSTRYLED PRODUCTION CONTEXT
6ALVE
!S WITH MANY DEVELOPERS 6ALVE USES BOTH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL SOURCES 
TO GENERATE IDEAS AND PATHS TO THE GAMES MARKETPLACE 7HETHER IT IS THE 
CREATIVE OUTPUT OF FANS IN THE CASE OF MODS THE LICENSING OF ADVANCED PRO
PRIETARY ENGINE TECHNOLOGY OR  INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS HOSTING 6ALVE 
GAMES GAME DEVELOPERS AND PUBLISHERS n AND 6ALVE  IS NO EXCEPTION n 
ARE EAGER TO HARNESS EXTERNAL SOURCES OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT VALUE !S WE 
HAVE SEEN GAMES  IN GENERAL AND 0# GAMES IN PARTICULAR ARE  IN MANY 
CASES PLATFORMS FOR USER CREATIVITY MAKING MODDING AN INTEGRAL PART OF 
GAME CULTURE ,OOKING AT 6ALVES POSITION AS INDEPENDENT GAME DEVELOPER 
CAN YIELD INSIGHT INTO EMERGING AND IMPLEMENTED TRAJECTORIES OF PARTICI
PATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION
)N RECENT YEARS THERE HAS BEEN A FOCUS ON COMPANIES RETHINKING THEIR 
SOURCES OF INNOVATION AFTER REALIZING THAT THEIR PRODUCTS CAN BE MODIFIED 
4HEY MAY ENCOURAGE USER INNOVATION BY PROVIDING AN @OPEN SYSTEM AND 
FREELY AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT SUCH AS TOOLKITS THAT ARE APPLIED GENERALLY FOR 
PROBLEMSOLVING VON (IPPEL 	 ,ITTLE ATTENTION HAS BEEN PAID TO THE 
IMPLICATIONS OF USER INNOVATIONS WHEN THEY ARE A SUBSET OF THE ECONOMIC 
SYSTEM THROUGH SHARING ANDOR COMMERCIALIZATION AS IN TOTAL CONVERSION 
MODDING 6ALVES MANAGEMENT CONSTRUCTS  STRATEGIES  TO SHAPE THE ROLES 
OF EMPLOYEES AND GAMERS IN ORDER TO CAPITALIZE ON THE INTEGRATION OF THE 
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL LABOUR PROCESS WITHIN THE ORGANIZATIONAL DYNAMICS 
OF THE GAMES INDUSTRY
6ALVE AS A COMPANY IS  TRYING TO BE LITERALLY	 AS OPEN AS POSSIBLE TO 
MODDERS
7E ALWAYS HAVE HAD A GOOD RELATIONSHIP WITH THE MOD COMMUNITY 7E CON
STANTLY INVITE PEOPLE OVER TO 3EATTLE TO HAVE AN EXCHANGE OF IDEAS AND THOUGHTS 
AND TO HELP THEM WITH THEIR PROJECTS PERSONAL INTERVIEW WITH 'ABE .EWELL 
 !UGUST 	
/VER TIME 6ALVE HAS STRESSED THROUGH THE WORDS OF .EWELL ITS DEDICATION 
TO SUPPORTING MODDERS
/UR ENGINE AND TECHNOLOGY IS REALLY OPEN 9OU ARE ABLE TO ACCESS EVERYTHING 
)F WE HAVE TO CHOOSE BETWEEN SECRECY AND KEEPING STUFF PROPRIETARY WE ALWAYS 
TRY TO BE AS SUPPORTIVE TO THE MOD COMMUNITY AS POSSIBLE 4HERE IS NOTHING A 
MODDER CANNOT DO 0ERSONAL INTERVIEW WITH 'ABE .EWELL  !UGUST 	
6ALVE HAS A CLEAR STRATEGY TO STEER GAMERS INVOLVEMENT IN THE GAME 
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS INDIRECTLY THROUGH THE APPROPRIATION OF SUCCESSFUL 
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TOTAL CONVERSION MODS AND DIRECTLY THROUGH ITS ENGINE AND TOOLSET 4HE 
REASON THEN WHY 6ALVE HAS BEEN ABLE TO ATTRACT MOD TEAMS CONTINUOUSLY 
IS BY FRAMING MODDING AS AN EXTENSION OF PLAY AND  @THE FACT  THAT  THE 
INDUSTRY HAS BEEN CAREFUL  TO PROJECT AN  IMAGE OF  ITSELF  THAT HIGHLIGHTS 
ITS DEDICATION TO HIGHQUALITY GAMES AND DEEMPHASISES ITS DEDICATION TO 
PROFIT +àCKLICH 	
4HE MOD INDUSTRIES
4HE GREAT MAJORITY OF MODDERS ARE NOT TOTAL CONVERSION MOD TEAMS RATHER 
THEY ARE FANS EAGER TO DECONSTRUCT AND UNDERSTAND 6ALVES DESIGN PHILOSO
PHY AND ITS INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
!N IMPORTANT REASON FOR MODDING IS TO SHOW WHAT YOU AS A MODDER CAN DO AND 
TO LEARN ABOUT OUR DESIGN TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY 4HE MAIN GROUPS OF MODDERS 
ARE JUST GUYS WHO ARE ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT OUR TECHNOLOGY SUCH AS WITH #OUNTER
3TRIKE 0ERSONAL INTERVIEW WITH 'ABE .EWELL  !UGUST 	
(OWEVER THE EXAMPLE OF #OUNTER3TRIKE AS A TRULY BOTTOMUP MANI
FESTATION OF USERDRIVEN DEVELOPMENT SIMILAR TO THE POSITION PERVASIVE IN 
ACADEMIC LITERATURE IS SOMEWHAT MISLEADING )N THE CASE OF THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF TOTAL CONVERSION MODS SUCH AS #OUNTER3TRIKE THE DEVELOPMENT TEAMS 
ARE SELDOM @JUST GUYS $OVEY AND +ENNEDY GIVE A DETAILED EXPLANATION OF 
THE REASON WHY #OUNTER3TRIKE DID NOT ARRIVE OUT OF THE BLUE
)T WOULD BE A MISTAKE TO ROMANTICIZE -INH ,E AND HIS TEAM AS A BUNCH OF 
LUCKYTALENTED AMATEURS HERE THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPER	 BEGINS TO BREAK DOWN THE #OUNTERSTRIKE ;SIC= PRODUCTION PROJECT 
WAS A HIGHLY SKILLED FOCUSED COLLECTIVE EFFORT THAT IS TYPICAL OF THE SHAREWARE 
CULTURE THAT UNDERPINNED THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN ITS EARLY 
DAYS AND OF THE INTERNET THROUGHOUT ITS HISTORY .OR WERE THE #OUNTERSTRIKE 
TEAM UNKNOWNS n THE GAME FIRST SAW THE LIGHT AT THE (ALF ,IFE -OD %XPO AN 
EVENT FUNDED BY 6ALVE TO SHOWCASE THE BEST AND MOST INTERESTING MODIFICATIONS 
OF THEIR GAME BEING MADE BY THESE @PLAYER CREATORS  	
4HE LESSONS LEARNED FROM INCORPORATING THE #OUNTER3TRIKE TEAM BECAME 
A MODUS OPERANDI AND AN IMPORTANT WAY TO INCORPORATE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
WHICH 6ALVE ALSO DID WITH OTHER  FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER  TOTAL CONVERSION 
MODS SUCH AS 4EAM &ORTRESS #LASSIC $AY OF $EFEAT AND 0ORTAL THEREBY 
UNIQUELY POSITIONING ITSELF VISÌVIS ITS GAMES 4HE DEPLOYMENT OF EXPOS 
OR MOD CONTESTS  SUCH AS  THE MILLIONDOLLAR  @-AKE 3OMETHING 5NREAL 
CONTEST ARE  TWO OF MANY  INDUSTRY STRATEGIES  TO  SEEK OUT MORE MATURE 
MOD PROJECTS .IEBORG  3OTAMAA B	 4HE OVERALL WINNERS OF 
THE 5NREAL CONTEST THE 3ECOND 7ORLD 7AR MOD TEAM OF 2ED /RCHESTRA 
#OMBINED !RMS RECEIVED  IN PRIZE MONEY AND AN 5NREAL %NGINE 
COMMERCIAL LICENCE ,ATER 2ED /RCHESTRA /STFRONT n WAS PUBLISHED 
AS A RETAIL GAME THROUGH 3TEAM 4HE DEVELOPERS OF  THE CONTEMPORARY 
WARFARETHEMED $ESERT #OMBAT  TOTAL  CONVERSION MOD  FOR  THE 3ECOND 
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7ORLD 7AR FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER "ATTLEFIELD  FOLLOWED A SIMILAR PATTERN 
CF .IEBORG 	 4HE $ESERT #OMBAT MOD ATTRACTED SUCH A SUBSTANTIAL 
FOLLOWING TOPPING THAT OF THE ORIGINAL GAME THAT THE MODS INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY AND TEAM WERE ACQUIRED BY "ATTLEFIELD S DEVELOPER
(OWEVER MANY TOTAL CONVERSION MODS NEVER MATERIALIZE AND THE ROAD 
FROM A SMALL MOD WITH SOME HOMEBREW MAPS AND SKINS TO A FULLBLOWN 
TOTAL CONVERSION MOD IS BUMPY 9ET THE HIGHPROFILE CASES OF #OUNTER3TRIKE 
2ED /RCHESTRA AND $ESERT #OMBAT SEEMED TO HAVE RAISED THE BAR FOR TOTAL 
CONVERSION MOD TEAMS !LEX @!#0ACO #APRIOLE 	 A STAFF WRITER FOR 
A (ALF,IFE COMMUNITY WEBSITE SUMMARIZES THIS VIEW AS THE @7ANNABE 
#3 ;#OUNTER3TRIKE= 3YNDROME
3OME MOD TEAMS ALWAYS SEEM TO THINK THAT THE DAY THEY RELEASE THEYRE GOING 
TO BE THE BIGGEST HIT SINCE $AY OF $EFEAT OR #OUNTER3TRIKE DISREGARDING THE 
FACT THAT THOSE MODS WERE LUCKY OUTLIERS NOT THE NORM )F YOU LOOK AT THEIR 
WEBSITE  THEY TREAT  THEIR MOD AS  IF  IT WERE A MAJOR UPCOMING COMMERCIAL 
RELEASE JUST WAITING TO BE BOUGHT OUT BY 6ALVE #APRIOLE 	
4HIS VIEW RESONATES WITH 6ALVE DEVELOPER 2OBIN 7ALKER WHO STARTED 
OUT AS A MODDER
4HE BIGGEST THING THAT MOD MAKERS ARE ALL GETTING WRONG NOW UNFORTUNATELY 
IS THEYRE FOCUSING ON BECOMING MORE AND MORE LIKE COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS 
7HICH BASICALLY MEANS  THEYRE  TRYING  TO DEVELOP MORE AND MORE ASSETS 
0ERSONAL INTERVIEW WITH 2OBIN 7ALKER  !UGUST 	
!PART FROM A FREE SET OF USERFRIENDLY TOOLS COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND A 
VERSATILE GAME ENGINE WHY WOULD A MODDER CHOOSE THE 3OURCE ENGINE OVER 
ONE OF THE MANY OTHER FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER ENGINES WHICH HAVE SIMILAR 
TRAITS AND TREATS 4HE 6ALVE $EVELOPER #OMMUNITY WIKI READS
6ALVE REMAINS DEDICATED TO SUPPORTING THE MOD COMMUNITY 6ALVE ALSO HAS A 
PROVEN TRACK RECORD FOR TURNING MODS INTO FULLFLEDGED COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS 
HTTPDEVELOPERVALVESOFTWARECOMWIKI"UILDING?-/$S?WITH?6ALVE?
4ECHNOLOGY	
4HE ALLIMPORTANT CURRENTNESS OF ENGINE TECHNOLOGY  IS CRUCIAL BOTH 
TO MODDERS AND 6ALVE AND THE LONGEVITY OF BOTH AMATEUR AND FORPROFIT 
PRODUCTIONS ARE COUNTED IN PLAYER MINUTES AS WELL AS TECHNOLOGICAL ITER
ATIONS $URING THE PROPRIETARY EXPERIENCE THAT IS MODDING USERS WILFULLY 
SUBJECT  THEMSELVES TO THE MAELSTROM OF THE TECHNOLOGYDRIVEN STATE OF 
PERPETUAL INNOVATION
!S PROPRIETARY EXTENSIONS TOTAL CONVERSION MODS FEATURE CERTAIN UNIQUE 
TECHNOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS ON THE LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT MARKETING 
AND USAGE STRUCTURING THE EXPECTATIONS OF GAMERS MODDERS AND DEVELOPERS 
AND PROLONGING A  SHARED  SET OF DISCOURSE DEVELOPMENT PRACTICES AND 
AESTHETIC CONVENTIONS !N EXAMPLE OF SUCH A PROTOTYPICAL PROPRIETARY EX
TENSION FOLLOWING THE INDUSTRIAL LOGIC OF GAME DEVELOPERS SUCH AS 6ALVE 
IS THE 3OURCE ENGINEPOWERED TOTAL CONVERSION MOD )NSURGENCY -ODERN 
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)NFANTRY #OMBAT 4HE LEADER OF THE MOD TEAM EXPLAINS WHY THE 3OURCE 
ENGINE WAS A DELIBERATE CHOICE
7E LOOKED AT (ALF,IFE AND SAW HOW THE (ALF,IFE MODS WERE STILL ALIVE EVEN 
AFTER BEING AROUND FOR SO MANY YEARS 4HIS IS WHAT WE WANTED TO CREATE A 
PRODUCT THAT CAN BE ENJOYED OVER MANY YEARS RATHER THAN CREATE SOMETHING 
FOR A SHORTLIVED GAME PLATFORM ,IKE WE PREDICTED EVEN AS 3OURCE IS GETTING 
OUTDATED THE COMMUNITY IS STILL ALIVE AND THE ENGINE KEEPS GETTING UPDATED 
9OURCATCH 	
4HE DEVELOPMENT ON THE MOD BEGAN IN  AND AT THE TIME OF WRITING 
IT IS STILL IN BETA WORK IN PROGRESS	 .OT KNOWING THAT )NSURGENCY IS A MOD 
ONE WOULD THINK IT IS A FORPROFIT PRODUCTION &OR INSTANCE CONSIDER THIS 
@VACANCY ON THE )NSURGENCY HOMEPAGE
0UBLIC 2ELATIONS n 7E NEED A NEW 02 GUY TO WORK WITH ME IN HELPING DEAL 
WITH THE PUBLIC 4HIS PERSON SHOULD HAVE A VERY IN DEPTH UNDERSTANDING OF 
HOW THE GAMING AND MOD INDUSTRIES WORK AND HAVE A VERY STRONG DRIVE TO DO 
ANYTHING THEY CAN TO MAKE THE MOD PROSPER -ATURITY EXPERIENCE INTELLIGENCE 
AND TIME ARE VERY IMPORTANT HTTPWWWINSMODNET	
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